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Abstract

We have developed a viewpoint development approach to identify and reconcile di erences between stakeholder requirements. The initial phase in
our approach seeks to provide a formal solution to the problem of converting requirements descriptions in natural language into a computer
processable representation. After the group brainstorms the functional
requirements in the form of use cases, natural language descriptions
are entered by individual stakeholders for each alternative viewpoint.
LinkGrammar is used by ExtrAns to translate the use case sentences into
at logical forms (FLFs). FLFs are used to create crosstables. Formal
Concept Analysis uses the crosstables to develop a graphical representation of the viewpoints and to assist comparison of terms and concepts.
We call our approach RECOCASE as we o er a CASE (computer aided
software engineering) tool to assist with viewpoint RECOnciliation. This
paper focuses on the translation of natural language into crosstables to
allow the generation of concept lattices and subsequent comparison of
viewpoints.

1

Overview

Many software projects do not go as expected [2, 13]. One critical part of
the software development process is the de nition of requirements. Requirements de nition aims to establish a shared understanding of all stakeholder
requirements. Viewpoint development has been proposed (e.g. [3, 4, 9]) as one
possibilty to gain a more representative, complete and consistent shared understanding. To capture viewpoints we capture use cases in natural language
as this approach is becoming well accepted for requirements speci cation and
humans nd speci cation of requirements in natural language more natural
and manageable than in a formal representation. However we want to do some
reasoning and rerepresentation of the requirements using a computer to allow
identi cation and reconciliation of di erences between viewpoints.
We start with brainstorming the main chunks of functionality from the
user's point of view in the form of use cases [6]. Next, viewpoints of functional
requirements are captured from individual stakeholders as they enter natural
1
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language descriptions of their requirements for each use case and/or scenario.
LinkGrammar is used by ExtrAns to translate natural language sentences into
at logical forms (FLFs). FLFs are used to create crosstables. Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA) [14, 15] is used to develop a graphical representation of the
viewpoints. Apart from the potential bene ts of a visual representation and
its popularity for modelling object-oriented systems, we were attracted to FCA
for this task as we wanted to allow users to enter requirements in their own
words and then perform comparison of terms and concepts. We then apply the
various resolution strategies and operators that are part of our framework to
develop a shared conceptual model of the requirements.
We call our approach RECOCASE as we o er a CASE (computer aided
software engineering) tool to assist with viewpoint RECOnciliation. Our framework is not discussed in this paper as it was introduced in [10, 11]. This paper
focuses on the translation of natural language into crosstables to allow generation of concept lattices using FCA.

2

Introducing the Process and the
Foundational Concepts

To translate use cases in natural language into concept lattices we use the
following process.
1. Each viewpoint agent enters their use case description into the RECOCASEtool
2. The sentences are passed to ExtrAns, converted into FLFs and returned
3. The FLFs are processed using RECOCASE-logic to form verb and noun
phrases
4. The sentences and phrases become the objects and attributes of a formal
concept and represented as a crosstable
5. The crosstable is used by FCA to generate a concept lattice
An introduction to the basic concepts and theories used in this process are given
next. Use cases and scenarios are introduced in section 2.1. LinkGrammar and
ExtrAns are described in sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. FCA is described in
section 2.4.

2.1 The Use Case Concept and the Scenario Concept

Ivar Jacobson was the rst who applied the concept of use cases to software development as part of his object-oriented software engineering (OOSE) method.
Following [6], a use case represents a complete course of events in a system from
the user's perspective and describes the interaction between the system and an
actor. An actor is a role played in relation to the system and can include an

2.2 LinkGrammar
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individual, groups, another system or hardware device. Using the terminology
of object-oriented software development scenarios are instances of use cases.
A scenario is a concrete, focused and informal description of one possible behaviour of the system interacting with an actor. Scenarios are formalized into
use cases.
Use case and scenario descriptions provide a textual description of such
things as use case name, actors, preconditions, postconditions, trigger, main
ow and alternative ows. Our work is primarily concerned with the main
ow which is the step-by-step sequence of actions from trigger to achievement
of postconditions. The textual description of the main ow is translated into
FLFs using Link Grammar and ExtrAns.

2.2 LinkGrammar

LinkGrammar is a parser of English based on the link grammar theory. It
returns all alternative syntactic dependencies between the words of a sentence.
The syntactic structure consists of a set of labeled links connecting pairs of
words. To nd a syntactic structure LinkGrammar uses a dictionary which
contains linking requirements of words. The words of a syntactic structure are
connected in such a way, that the links satisfy the linking requirements for
each word of the sentence (satisfaction), that the links do not cross (planarity)
and that all words form a connected graph (connectivity) [12]. For example
LinkGrammar provides the following syntactic structure for the sentence `The
ATM customer inserts the ATM card into the card reader.'
+-------------------------------------------Xp------------------------------------------+
|
+-------------MVp-----------+
|
+--------Wd--------+
+---------Os--------+
+----------Js---------+
|
|
+-----Ds-----+
|
+----D*u---+
|
+-------Ds------+
|
|
|
+---AN--+-----Ss-----+
|
+--AN-+
|
|
+---AN---+
+-RW+
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
/// the.d ATM customer.n1 inserts.v042 the.d ATM card.n4 into.o the.d card.n4 reader.n1 . ///

`S' connects the noun `customer' to the nite verb `insert', which is a transitive verb and again connected through `O' with its object `card'. `AN' connects the noun-modi er `ATM' with the noun `customer'. The object `card' is
connected also through `AN' with the noun modi er `ATM'. `D' connects determiners to nouns. `customer', `card' and `reader' are in this way conntected
with the determiner `the'. `MV' connects verbs and adjectives to modifying
phrases which follow the verb like adverbs, preprositional phrases and subordinating conjunctions. In this example the verb `insert' is connected through
`MV' with the preposition `into', which introduces a prepositional phrase. To
the right the preposition `into' is connected to its object `reader' through `J'.

2.3 ExtrAns

ExtrAns is an answer extraction system, extracting answers from a collection
of technical documents. The documents are rst preprocessed by a tokeniser to
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separate the sentences. In a second step ExtrAns uses LinkGrammar to get the
syntactic structures of the document sentences. Then a pruner lters obviously
wrong structures using a set of rules for the application words and domains.
Since LinkGrammar does not carry out any morphological analysis a lemmatiser generates the lemmas of the in ected word forms. A disambiguator which
is trained with data of the application domain is then used to resolve ambiguities. This disambiguator uses statistical knowledge in contrast to syntactic
information which are used to resolve pronominal anaphors in a following step.
These partially disambiguated dependency structures are used by ExtrAns to
create FLFs as semantic representation for the core meaning of each sentence.
For processing reasons these FLFs are translated into Prolog facts. The query
is also translated into its logical form and converted into a Prolog query which
is run against the facts of the sentence of the technical documents to retrieve
the answer [8].
object

The predicate `object(customer,o1,[x1])' is introduced by the noun
`customer' with the meaning that `o1 is the concept that the object
x1 is customer'. The concept `o1' can then be used in construction
with adjectives or in expressions of identity.
event
The predicate `evt(insert,e1,[x1,x2])' is introduced by the verb
`insert' and means that `e1 is the concept that x1 inserts x2'.
The concept `e1' can then be used to express modi cation by adverbs,
prepositional phrases, etc.
property The predicate `prop(into,(p1,[e1,x1])' is introduced by the
preposition `into' to describe the concept `p1' which means
`p1 is the concept that the event e1 is connected with x1 by
into'. Properties can also be introduced by adjectives and
adverbs.
These abstract concepts are used in other predicates of the FLFs.
compound
noun
genitive
holds

The predicate `compound noun(x1,x2)' connects `x1' and `x2' as
compound nouns.
The predicate `genitive(x1,x2)' stands for `x1's x2'.
The predicate `holds(e1)' means that the event `e1' actually exists.
No information is given in those cases where ExtrAns has not
enough information to assume the existence. `holds' can also be
connected with the concepts `property' and `object'.
if
The predicate `if(op1,x1,x2)' describes the concept `op1' as `x2 if
x1'.
and
The predicate `and(op2,[x1,x2])' represents the logical operator
`and' and de nes the concept `op2' as `x1 and x2'.
or
The predicate `or(op3,[x1,x2])' represents the logical operator `or'
and de nes the concept `op2' as `x1 or x2'.
not
The predicate `not(op4,x1)' represents the logical operator `not'
and describes the concept `op4' by `not x1'.
FLFs consist of a conjunction of predicates where all variables are existentially
closed. consist of a conjunction of predicates. To make this logical form expressive
enough, the logical form generator of ExtrAns uses the abstract concepts object, event,
and property.

2.4 Formal Concept Analysis
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2.4 Formal Concept Analysis

Formal Concept Analysis was founded by Rudolf Wille in 1980 at the TH Darmstadt,
Germany. FCA is a mathematical approach to data analysis based on the based on
the lattice theory of Birko [1]. FCA is usually used for data analysis tasks to nd,
structure and display relationships between concepts, which consist of attributes and
objects. Thus this method assists development of domain models.
A formal context is a triple (G, M, I). G is a set of objects, M a set of attributes and
I a binary relation I  G  M between objects and attributes. If mM is an attribute
of gG then (g; m)I is valid. A crosstable is a typical representation of a formal
context in tabular form. The rows represent the objects and the columns represent the
attributes. A cell is marked if the particular object has the corresponding attribute.
A formal concept (A,B) of the formal context (G, M, I) is de ned as a pair of
objects A  G and attributes B  M with B := fmM j8gA : (g; m)I g and
A := fgGj8mB : (g; m)I g. A natural subconcept / superconcept relationship  of
formal concepts can be de ned as (A1 ; B1 )  (A2 ; B2 ) , A1  A2 or, equivalently
(A1 ; B1 )  (A2 ; B2 ) , B2  B1 . Thus a formal concept C1 = (A1 ; B1 ) is a subconcept
of the formal concept C2 = (A2 ; B2 ) if A1 is a subset of A2 or B1 is a superset of B2 .
C2 is called superconcept of formal concept C1 .
A concept lattice is an algebraic structure with certain in mum and supremum
operations. The set of concepts and their relations can be visualised as a line diagram. It allows the investigation and interpretation of relationships between concepts,
objects and attributes. The nodes of the graph represent the concepts. Two concepts
C1 and C2 are connected if C1  C2 and if there is no concept C3 with C1  C3  C2 .
Although it is a directed acyclic graph the edges are not provided with arrowheads.
Instead the convention holds that the superconcept always appears above its subconcepts. The top element of the graph is the concept (G; G ) and the bottom element
the concept (M ; M ). To nd all attributes belonging to an object, one starts with the
node which represents the object, and follows all paths to the top element. In this way
one also nds all superconcepts of a concept. To nd all subconcepts of a concept one
follows all paths to the bottom element. Our application of FCA to natural language
and use cases is novel. In order to apply FCA we need to determine the objects and
attributes of the crosstable. We consider this next.
0

0

3

FLF Translation into Crosstables

Words and morphemes are the smallest meaningful units in language, but for the most
part, humans communicate in phrases and sentences with each other [5]. Therefore
this approach considers each sentence as an object. The question is now, what are
the attributes of a sentence ?
If RECOCASE creates one attribute for each predicate representing a word of the
sentence then the concept lattice would not be readable in most cases. As an example
the concept lattice of the three sentences:
1. `The customer inserts the card in the ATM.'
2. `The ATM checks if the card is valid.'
3. `The ATM gives a prompt for the code to the customer.'
where an attribute is created for each predicate of the FLFs, is given in gure 1.
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Figure 1: Detailed Representation of Three Simple Natural Language Sentences
Table 1: Crosstable for sentences 1-3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
s1 x x x x
s2
x x x
s3
x
x x x
Table 2: Columns for crosstable in Table 1

1 customer
2 insert
3 card of customer
4 in ATM

5 ATM
9 prompt for code
6 check
10 to customer
7 if valid card
8 give

To make the lattice more readable and assist reconstruction of the sentence we
want to group words into phrases. To achieve this we transpose the FLFs into word
phrases using what we call RECOCASE-logic. For example the algorithm used to
create these word phrases and described in the following part of this section transposes
the FLFs of the sentence `The customer inserts the card in the ATM.' into the phrases
`customer', `insert', `card of customer' and `in ATM'. Thus the sentences/steps of the
use case description are the objects and the phrases are the attributes. Table 1 shows
the crosstable for sentences 1-3 produced using RECOCASE-logic. Figure 2 shows the
line diagram based on the crosstable in Table 1. We can see a much clearer structure
in gure 2 than we could see for the same sentences in gure 1 which simply took
each word individually.
The translation of FLFs into crosstable attributes follows an algorithm which uses
graph theory. The algorithm contains two main parts. The rst part includes building
a graph representing the FLFs of a sentence. The nodes of the graph represent the
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Table 3: Relations between Words or Word Phrases of the Predicates

# nodes

relation between relation
nodes
from

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

compound noun(A,B)
genitive(A,B)
prop (A, . . . ,[C])
prop (A, . . . ,[C,. . . ])
prop (A,. . . ,[. . . ,D])
evt(A,. . . ,[C])
evt(A,. . . ,[C,. . . ])
evt(A,. . . ,[. . . ,D])
if(. . . ,B)
if(A, . . . )
while(. . . , B)
while(A, . . . )
until(. . . , B)
until(A, . . . )
and(A,B)
or(A,B)
not(A)

A, B
A, B
A, C
A, C
A, D
A, C
A, C
A, D
if, A
if, B
while, B
while, A
until, B
until, A
A, B
A, B
not, A

derived nodes
combined
to

compound noun(A,B)
genitive(A,B)
prop (A,B,[C])
prop (A,B,[C,D])
prop (A,B,[C,D])
evt(A,B,[C])
evt(A,B,[C,D])
evt(A,B,[C,D])
if(A,B)
if(A,B)
while(A,B)
while(A,B)
until(A,B)
until(A,B)
and(A,B)
or(A,B)
not(A)

$A $B
$A's $B
$C $A
$C $A . . .
$C . . . $A
$C $A
$C $A . . .
. . . $A $D
if $B . . .
if . . . $A
while $B . . .
while . . . $B
until $B
$A until
$A and $B
$A or $B
not $A

words of the FLF predicates and the edges represent the relations between them.
The relation between words of the predicates is derived from the FLFs. At a coarse
level the algorithm, called RECOCASE-logic, is looking for the main event, object or
property which is de ned by the predicate `holds'. If the FLF of a sentence does not
contain the predicate `holds', the root `A' is de ned through `if(A,B)', `while(A,B)'
or `not(A)' in this sequence. For the main event, object or property a node is created
as root. RECOCASE-logic is looking for predicates of the FLF which are connected
with the main event, object or property and creates nodes representing the words
of the predicates. Table 3 lists possible relations and the predicates which they are
derived from. If all predicates, which are connected with the main event, object
or property, are investigated each node of the graph is considered in the same way.
By this RECOCASE-logic extends the graph until all nodes are considered. The
second part includes the reduction of the graph to nodes representing the crosstable
attributes. In a certain sequence all edges are considered and if possible the nodes
which are connected by these edges combined. Thus RECOCASE-logic reduces the
graph. The nal nodes represent the crosstable attributes.
The algorithm uses the fact that the FLFs can be converted into a graph where
all nodes are connected. This is based on Melcuk's [7] proof of the fact that all words
for sentences of most natural languages form a connected graph, which is used by
LinkGrammar to nd the syntactic structure of a sentence.
In the following section the algorithm is described in pseudocode. A, B, C and
D are variables which stand for the words of the FLF predicates or for the created
phrases as a result of the reduction of the graph, respectively. $A stands for the
content of the variable A. A := $B means that the content of variable B is assigned
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Figure 2: Representation of sentences in RECOCASE
to the variable A.
The translation from FLF into crosstable representation involves the following
steps:
for each sentence
% === build graph
define empty graph G
% look for root
if ('holds(A)' exists in FLF)
root := $A
else if ('if(A,B)' exists in FLF)
root := $A
else if ('while(A,B)' exists in FLF)
root := $A
else if ('not(A)' exists in FLF)
root := $A
add root to G
while (not (all knots of graph G are considered))
K = knot of G, which is not considered yet
while (component C exists, which is connected with K in FLF)
add C as knot to G

9
connect C with K
mark kind of relation at
% kind of relations:
%
%
mark C as considered

edge
if, while, not, property (prop),
object (object),
event (event), compound noun, genitiv

% === create attributes for crosstable
for all edges
connect knots of edge in the following way
% this means to reduce the graph
for all edges which are of type compound_noun(A,B)
B := $A + $B
for all edges which are of type genitive(A,B)
A := $B $A
for all edges which are of type not(A)
A := 'not' + $A
for all edges which
if (not (A is the
A := $A + $C
for all edges which
D := $A + $D
for all edges which
if (not (C is the
C := $C + $A

are of type prop (A,B,[C])
root and A is an event))
are of type prop (A,B,[C,D]) connecting A and D
are of type prop (A,B,[C,D]) connecting A and C
root and C is an event))

for all edges which are of type evt(A,B,[C])
if (A is not the root)
A := $C + $A
for all edges which are of type evt(A,B,[C,D]) connecting A and D
if (A is not the root)
A := $A + $D
for all edges which are of type evt(A,B,[C,D]) connecting A and C
if (A is not the root)
C := $C + $A
for all edges which are of type if(A,B) connecting if and B
if := 'if' + $B
for all edges which are of type if(A,B) connecting A and if
if (not (A is the root))
A := $A + 'if'
for all edges which are of type while(A,B) connecting while and B
while := 'while' + $B
for all edges which are of type while(A,B) connecting A and while
if (not (A is the root))
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A := $A + 'while'
for all edges which are of type until(A,B) connecting until and B
until := 'until' + $B
for all edges which are of type until(A,B) connecting A and until
if (not (A is the root))
A := $A + 'until'
for all edges which are of type and(A,[B1,B2,...,Bn])
if (not (A is the root))
A := $B1 + `and'
...
A := $Bn
for all edges which are of type or(A,[B1,B2,...,Bn])
if (not (A is the root))
A := $B1 + `or'
...
A := $Bn
for all knots of G
create attribute

ExtrAns provides the following FLF for the sample sentence `The ATM customer
inserts the ATM card into the card reader.' :
holds(e4),
object(customer,o1,[x3])
compound_noun(x2,x3)
object(ATM,o2,[x2])
evt(insert,e4,[x3,x7])
object(card,o3,[x7])
compound_noun(x6,x7)
object(ATM,o2,[x6])
prop(into,(p8,[e4,x11])
object(reader,o5,[x11])
compound_noun(x10,x11)
object(card,o6,[x10])

Figure 3 shows the steps involved in creation of the graph for this sample sentence.
Ia) RECOCASE-logic nds `insert' as main event through the predicates `holds(e4)'
and `evt(insert,e4,[x3,x7])' and creates the rst node e4:`insert', called root or main
node of the graph, which is the starting point for all further activities.
Ib) RECOCASE-logic looks for nodes which are directly connected with the root.
The predicates `evt(insert,e4,[x3,x7])' and `object(customer,o1,[x3])' give the information that e4:`insert' has to be connected to x3:`customer' by `evt(e4,. . . ,[x3,. . . ]'. A
node x7:`card' has to be connected to the root because of the predicates `evt(insert,e4,
[x3,x7])' and `object(card,o3,[x7])' which refers to the relation `evt(e4,. . . ,[. . . ,x7])'.
The predicate `prop(into,(p8,[e4,x11])' connects a node into:`into' with e4:`insert'.
The relation between them is marked as `prop (into, . . . ,[e4,. . . ])'.
Ic) RECOCASE-logic considers the node x3:`customer', which has to be connected
with a node x2:`ATM' because of `object(customer,o1,[x3])', `compound noun(x2,x3)'
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and `object(ATM,o2,[x2])'. The relation to the node x3:`customer' is marked as `compound noun(x2,x3)'.
Id) RECOCASE-logic considers the node x7:`card', which has to be connected
with a node x6:`ATM' because of the predicates `object(card,o3,[x7])', `compound noun
(x6,x7)' and `object(ATM,o2,[x6])'. The relation to the node x7:`card' is marked as
`compound noun(x6,x7)'.
Ie) RECOCASE-logic considers the node into:`into' which has to be connected
to a node x11:'reader' because of the predicates `prop(into,(p8,[e4,x11])' and `object(reader,o5,[x11])'. The relation is marked as `prop (into,. . . ,[. . . ,x11])'.
If) RECOCASE-logic considers the node x11:`reader'. It has to be connected
with a node x10:'card' because of the predicates `object(reader,o5,[x11])', `compound noun(x10,x11)' and `object(card,o6,[x10])'. The relation is marked as `compound noun(x10,x11)'.
(Ib)

(Ia)
insert

insert
(4)

(7)
customer
(Ic)

card

(Id)
insert

into
(7)

customer

customer

card

(1)

(1)

(Ie)

(7)
(5)

card

reader

customer

into

(8)
card

(5)
reader

(1)

(1)

(1)
(1)
ATM

ATM

(4)

insert
into

(8)

ATM

(If)

(4)

insert

(1)

card
(1)

ATM

ATM

customer

(8)

into

(8)

(7)

(4)

insert

(4)

(7)

into

(8)

ATM

ATM
card

Figure 3: Step of Creation the Graph of the Sentence `The ATM customer
inserts the ATM card into the card reader.'
In a second step RECOCASE-logic reduces the graph to the crosstable attributes.
Figure 4 shows the steps involved in the reduction of the graph to crosstable attributes
for the sample sentence.
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(IIa)

(IIb)

insert
(7)

insert
(4)

(4)

(7)
(8)

into

(8)

(5)

ATM customer

card reader

into card reader

ATM customer

ATM card

ATM card

Figure 4: Step of Reducing the Graph of the Sentence `The ATM customer
inserts the ATM card into the card reader.'
IIa) RECOCASE-logic considers all edges which are of type `compound noun(A,B)'
and combines the nodes which are connected through these edges to the node B:`A
B'. Thus the nodes x3:`customer' and x2:`ATM' get combined to x3:`ATM customer',
the nodes x7:`card' and x6:`ATM' to x7:`ATM card' and the nodes x10:`card' and
x11:`reader' to x11:`card reader'. Since x2:`ATM', x7:`ATM' and x11:`card' are not
connected with other nodes these nodes are deleted.
IIb) Following the algorithm the nodes into:`into' and x11:`card reader' get connected to into:`into card reader'. The node x11:`card reader' get deleted because this
node is not connected to other nodes.
If all sentences are translated using RECOCASE-logic a crosstable can be created.
The words or word phrases form the set of attributes where no word or phrase should
exist twice. All translated sentences form the set of objects. Viewpoints can be
compared by taking the set of objects for each use case description for each viewpoint
and generating a combined crosstable and concept lattice.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

Many approaches to the formalisation of requirements begin with the assumption that
requirements already exist in computer processable format such as a tabular or logical
representation. We see this assumption as a major impediment to formal approaches
becoming accessible to most organisations. While we o er our own viewpoints based
approach, we believe the work reported which transforms natural language into a
crosstable is bene cial for many other formal requirements engineering techniques.
Only a small amount of the work conducted in the RECOCASE project has been
presented in this paper. Other parts of the project include:






the RECOCASE process model
the RECOCASE group decision support system approach
development of the RECOCASE-tool to capture, edit and compare viewpoints
the development of guidelines for specifying use case descriptions
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 the speci cation of a controlled language to improve translation into FLFs and
implementation of veri cation rules to assist the user in keepng to the controlled
language

Figure 5: Concept Lattice for the Booking Room Use Case based on the sentences using the word `system' from Agent A and Agent B viewpoints
To read the diagram start at a bottom node containing the owner of the sentence
(agent A and/or agent B). Follow ALL ascending paths to pick up the phrases in the
sentence. Nodes with more than one owner represent shared sentences. Nodes which
share superconcepts (higher nodes) show shared phrases and may indicate partially
shared sentences. A higher node with an owner shown in the node (see far left) shows
a sentence subsumed by another sentence, in this case a sentence in another viewpoint.

We have conducted initial evaluations on the comprehensibility of the line diagram
as a way of analysing and comparing use case descriptions. Our study involved 201
second year analysis and design students who answered questions using line diagrams
OR the original textual descriptions. Five di erent line diagrams were considered,
four of which included multiple viewpoints in the one diagram. One is shown in Figure
5. Our ndings show that the line diagram could be understood accurately by 58% of
our subjects after a 5 minute introduction, questions were up to 80% more likely to
be correct when using the line diagram as opposed to textual sentences and that 61%
of students preferred using the line diagram over sentences to answer the questions.
Answering the questions using the diagrams was up to 9.9 times faster than using
sentences. We are about to conduct evaluations of the group process. In particular
we want to see how quickly a group facilitator can be trained to select features of
interest to explore in the diagrams and to lead a project team in application of our
resolution strategies. With the results of these evaluations we will revise each aspect
of our project. Our ultimate goal is to o er an approach and a tool that provides a
rigorous way of capturing a more complete and representative set of user requirements.
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